COBRA administration is a complex process, governed by constantly changing rules and regulations. Worse, virtually every aspect of COBRA is extremely time-sensitive, so prompt and proper actions are critical. COBRAToday takes the worry out of COBRA administration. How? With comprehensive and efficient administration, ensuring the compliance of your plan.

How does it work?
COBRAToday services promptly take care of the necessary communications, notices, forms and record keeping. It even provides for the collection of premium payments connected with COBRA. In all, it’s a security blanket that keeps you in compliance with complex federal regulations.

For employers, COBRAToday offers real advantages
- COBRAToday assumes liability for all required administrative procedures and regulations to protect your interests.
- COBRAToday provides easy-to-understand account reports that allow you to monitor your COBRA activities.
- COBRAToday provides you with access to experienced employee benefits professionals and financial experts.
- COBRAToday enrollment is easy with a simple set-up kit that helps you establish your plan within days.

COBRAToday compliance services provide you with peace of mind
- COBRAToday supplies a Compliance Manual for your reference.
- COBRAToday records and maintains documents on all COBRA activity.
- COBRAToday provides proof of qualifying event notification.
- COBRAToday establishes election and payment receipt deadlines.
- COBRAToday maintains records on all COBRA correspondence.